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ABSTRACT
The formant structure of 3 diphthongs, 4 tense vowels,
and 3 retroflex sounds was examined in detail for possible
speaker-identifying features. These sounds were spoken
5 times each in sentence context by 10 speakers of
General American on one day. Six speakers returned on a
second day at least three weeks later to repeat the
recordings.
A formant-tracking system was devised, based on
covariance-type, pitch-asynchronous linear prediction and
a root-finding algorithm that was applied to the
denominator of the resulting transfer function. The
system was evaluated by examining the smoothness and
internal consistency of the computed formant tracks of
the recorded phones. Particular problems encountered
included the apparent disappearance and reappearance of
higher formants for two speakers, and the lack of enough
poles in the linear prediction program to adequately
model the vocal track of a third speaker.
Eighteen different measurements were made on each
repetition of each diphthong and tense vowel, 24 measure-
ments were made on each repetition of [rE] and [ar], and
25 measurements were made on each repetition of [3]. In
order to determine which measurements would be most useful
as speaker-identifying features, F ratios were calculated
for each measurement as well as individual speaker means
and standard deviations. Correlation coefficients were
calculated to test for possible dependence between features.
Features that are potentially most effective in
identifying speakers are the maximum value of Fl for [ar]
and [o], the minimum of F2 for [ar], average F4 for [aU],
minimum F3 for [T], F2 at a point 20 msec. before the
end of [aI], average F3 minus F2 for [rE], F2 at a
point 20 msec. after the beginning of [e], and maximum
F2 for [o] and [aU].
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
The last decade has seen a great amount of interest
and research in the areas of speaker identification and
speaker verification using the acoustic speech signal.
A reliable system that identifies a person by his voice
has numerous direct applications, such as banking by
telephone, identification for purposes of credit trans-
actions and privileged access to information, or the
controversial practice of using voice evidence for law
enforcement purposes. A somewhat less direct application
of knowledge about speaker differences is in the area of
automatic speech recognition. A method of compensating
for individual variations would simplify the recognition
procedure. A knowledge of these variations and their
relationships to dialect is also of interest to phonetic
research.
The approach to the problem and the difficulty of
achieving speaker recognition depend greatly on the nature
of the task to be performed. The easiest task is simply
to match an unknown speaker with one of a closed set
of two or more reference speakers. Unfortunately, this
situation rarely arises in practice, particularly if one
expects the speakers to be cooperative. A more common
problem is that of matching the unknown to a reference
11
with the possibility of not finding a match, a situation
called "open set." This is the situation that usually
arises when voiceprint evidence is used in a court case.
One might expect the suspect to be in a different physio-
logical state (possibly resulting in a change in his voice),
or to try and disguise his voice when saying the phrase
that is to serve as his reference. These two matching
problems, whether open or closed set, are commonly
referred to as speaker identification. In speaker verifi-
cation, the task is to decide whether the unknown is the
same person as a single reference. This situation can
occur when a person is required to verify his identity
by saying a certain phrase. An imposter will probably
try to imitate the voice of the reference speaker.
The earliest work in speaker recognition involved
the visual inspection of spectrograms. In this procedure,
the observer must perform the separation of the speech
signal's linguistic information from the information
relating to the identity of the speaker. Complicating
the situation is the fact that a certain amount of informa-
tion is lost because of mechanical difficulties, such as
the limited dynamic range of the spectrogram paper. A
fairly comprehensive investigation of speaker recogni-
tion using spectrograms involved various experimental
conditions, such as closed sets versus open sets of
12
reference spectrograms, recordings made at least one
month apart as opposed to at the same session, etc.
(Tosi, et. al., 1972). Error rates varied from 1% to
30%.
The more automated forms of speaker recognition
generally fall into two categories: template matching
and feature extraction. The template matching type makes
a decision about the identity of the speaker on the basis
of the mathematical proximity of the sample utterance to
a reference, but does not make a detailed comparison of
certain acoustic events arising from individual speech
sounds. This approach seems to serve quite well for
speaker verification, where a speaker would not purposely
introduce large variations in the speech sample, as he
might in giving evidence for a court case. Its advantage
lies in its simplicity. Most template matching schemes
perform some form of time and amplitude normalization on
the unknown and then calculate the distance of this
unknown from the reference it is supposed to represent.
If the distance is larger than a certain threshold, an
answer of no-match is given (Pruzansky, 1963; Li, et. al.,
1966; Luck, 1969; Das and Mohn, 1971; Lummis, 1973).
The speech theoretic approach examines linguistic
units and tries to extract an optimum set of features.
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Several criteria have been suggested for selecting these
features (Wolf, 1972). They should occur frequently
in normal speech, vary widely between speakers but not
for a given speaker, not change over time, not be affected
by background noise or poor transmission, not be affected
by conscious efforts to disguise the voice, and be easily
measurable.
The list of possible identifying features is virtually
endless, and has only been partially examined. One
technique which has yielded some good features in previous
work but has certainly not been exhausted is that of
vowel formant calculation (Wolf, 1972; Sambur, 1972).
With the exception of one slope measurement, formant
information has generally been taken more or less at one
point in the middle of a steady-state vowel. The slope
measured was that of the second formant transition of
the diphthong [aI], computed by fitting a straight line
to the second formant values over the entire duration of
the diphthong. The results of this fairly simple measure-
ment were so good that it would seem reasonable to do some
further investigation into the fine structure of formant
locations, transitions, and timing.
An indication that formant frequencies of diphthongs
might prove to be particularly useful is given by the large
14
individual variability encountered in previous work with
diphthongs (Holbrook and Fairbanks, 1962). Diphthongs
have also been found to vary widely between different
dialects. In their formulation of phonological rules,
Labov, Yaeger and Steiner (1972) mention that two rules
pertaining specifically to diphthongization have been
found not to apply in certain northern United States
cities. They also state that different English dialects
will require different underlying representations as inputs
to these rules - another indication of the large variabil-
ity between dialects.
Another motivation for studying formant movements is
that formants figure very prominently in speaker recog-
nition by spectrograms. For example, in the experiment
on voice identification, (Tosi, et. al., 1972) the spectro-
gram readers were instructed to look for 6 different
types of speaker-identifying clues: (a) similar mean
frequencies of vowel formants, (b) formant bandwidths,
(c) gaps and types of vertical striations, (d) slopes of
formants, (e) duration, and (f) characteristic patterns
of fricatives and interformant energies. Clues (a) and
(d) are directly related to formant frequency tracking,
while (e) and (f) are related to a somewhat lesser extent.
Therefore, an investigation of formant movements might
15
also help a spectrogram reader direct his attention to
the most helfpul details.
The three sounds generally called diphthongs are [31]
as in boy, [aI] as in buy, and [aU] as in loud. However,
[o] in boat and [e] in bay also often have definite
diphthong-like glides, as do the vowels [i] in beat and
[u] in boot. The other two tense vowels, [a] and [ael ,
will also sometimes have offglides, but not in the direc-
tion of [I] or [U], as one finds in all of the pre-
viously mentioned tense vowels and diphthongs.
Another potentially interesting group of sounds
centers around the retroflex sounds. In the word bird,
the retroflex sound is a vowel, but in bread and bard it
is generally considered to be consonantal. A recent
investigation of the acoustic characteristics of /w,r,l,y/
found that the r-colored sounds differ acoustically from
one another and vary from one speaker to another (Klatt,
1972).
The purpose of this study is to investigate the
formant trajectories of the sounds [I], [aI], [aU],
[o], [e], [i] and [u] and the three retroflex sounds [r-],
['] and [-r] in order to find and statistically evaluate
features that could be relevant to speaker identification.
Secondary objectives are (1) to develop and evaluate a
method of tracking formants for a variety of sounds pro-
duced by different speakers, and (2) to gain insight
into the acoustic and articulatory attributes of these
classes of sounds, particularly as they are influenced
by the characteristics of the speaker.
Chapter II contains a review of the literature in
two subject areas. The section on speaker recognition
using feature extraction describes some of the more
successful features of previous work and how they were
chosen. The formant-tracking section discusses some of
the different issues involved in the use of linear pre-
diction and also briefly mentions a few other techniques
that have been used for formant tracking.
Chapter III describes the recording procedure used
to obtain the data base and the algorithm used for extracting
formant tracks.
Chapter IV first presents the experiments which led
to the choice of the specific formant-tracking method
described in Chapter III. Next, it discusses some of
the problems encountered in the use of this method for
processing the data of this study and ends by suggesting
an additional algorithm for improving the method.
Chapter V presents the speaker-identifying features
evaluated in this study, giving F ratios for each one and
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naming their advantages and disadvantages, where appro-
priate.
Chapter VI states some general conclusions obtained
in this study, including a list of the 12 best features.
It also gives some suggestions for speaker identification
by spectrograms, a discussion of the limitations of this
study, and some recommendations for future work.
The Appendix lists all F ratios and all of the indi-
vidual speaker means and standard deviations associated
with each feature that was investigated.
CHAPTER II
Literature Review
2.1 Speaker Recognition Using Feature Extraction
As mentioned in chapter one, a template matching pro-
cedure based on gross measures such as average glottal fre-
quency or average spectrum is fairly easy to implement.
It would seem reasonable, however, that a more complicated
procedure that examines in detail the acoustic character-
istics of different phonetic segments might produce better
accuracy.
In 1967, a procedure was suggested that automatically
extracted certain portions of continuous speech for use in
speaker verification (Meeker, et. al., 1967). For vowels,
the slope of the spectrum was measured. For consonants,
spectral characteristics, duration, and other temporal as-
pects were used. Best results were obtained when many in-
dividual measurements were combined.
An experiment reported the following year based its
analysis on the power spectrum of the nasal consonant [n]
(Glenn and Kleiner, 1968). There are several good reasons
for using nasals in speaker identification. First, the
spectrum of a nasal depends almost entirely on the physio-
logy of the speaker and would be very hard to disguise or
imitate. There is no lack of data, since nasals comprise
19
11% of the phonemic content of English. Also, the measure-
ment of a power spectrum is not very complicated or time
consuming; in this experiment it was accomplished with a
filter bank. The one disadvantage is that this measurement
can be considerably affected by a cold or some other form
of nasal congestion. With a population of 10 speakers,
identification accuracy was 97%. With 30 speakers, the
accuracy fell to 93%.
The study by Wolf (1972) evaluated the effectiveness
of a number of different measurements with the help of
analysis of variance. This technique, which involves cal-
culating an F ratio, was first used in speaker recognition
for determining which attributes of an utterance would be
most useful in identifying the speaker (Pruzansky and
Mathews, 1964). Each attribute, xij, was an element of
the matrix formed by playing the utterance into a filter
bank and sampling the output in time. An F ratio is
defined by:
2
variance of the talker means s1
F= 1
average within-talker variance s2
with
2 n m 2
s1 m- ( P j )
3=1
2 1 n m 2s2 m(n-) i(ij j PJ
i=1 j=1
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where m is the number of speakers, n is the number of
repetitions of the utterance, j is the mean for the Jth
speaker, and 5 is the grand mean over all speakers and
utterances.
The following parameters were examined by Wolf for
possible use as features:
1. Fundamental frequency at several locations in the re-
corded sentences.
This was estimated from the distance between zero cros-
sings of the low-pass filtered speech wave. Except for one
of the locations, FO measurements had the highest F ratio
of all parameters tested. Unfortunately, FO is rather
susceptible to voluntary changes. Another problem with FO
found by Sambur (1972) was that it tended to vary from one
recording session to another, a condition not tested by
Wolf.
2. Nasal consonants
Short term spectra obtained by sampling the outputs
of 36 bandpass filters were used as measurements. Pole
and zero locations could have been used to express the
same information more concisely, but proved very difficult
to measure.
3. Vowels
Formant frequencies were measured using an analysis-
by-synthesis technique for the vowels [ a] and [a] and by
peak picking on the filter bank output for [A]. Formants
depend on both vocal tract anatomy and the speaker's
acquired habits, and therefore may be somewhat susceptible
to change by mimicking or disguising.
Three other features giving noticeably good results
were the second and third central moments of the spectral
peak in [i] caused by the second, thirdl, and fourth for-
mants and an estimate of the source spectrum shape as de-
fined by the relative amplitudes of the first and third
formants of [u]. Less good results were obtained from the
spectrum of fricatives, the duration of the word "bought,"
and the presence of prevoicing for voiced stops. A closed
set identification experiment with 21 speakers using 17
features produced no errors.
Two fairly new techniques for working with speaker
identification were used by Sambur in his Ph. D. thesis
(Sambur, 1972). The first, predictive coding, had been
used by Atal to measure pitch contours for a speaker iden-
tification experiment (Atal, 1968). This versatile tech-
nique is also useful for finding formants and bandwidths,
estimating the glottal spectrum, building a vocoder, etc.
(Atal and Hanauer, 1971).
The second technique was the use of a probability of
error criterion for choosing features. The analysis of
variance technique had several drawbacks. First, the
F ratio tells whether or not there is a difference between
some of the means of the various distributions, but it does
not assure us that all of the means are significantly dif-
ferent. Therefore, if one of the speakers used in the
evaluation of a feature produces a very large difference
in this feature, then a high F ratio will result, even if
all of the other speakers' data have almost identical
means. The values of FO used by Wolf which gave the high-
est F ratios showed this tendency, with about 5 speakers
producing most of the variation in a group of 21. The sec-
ond problem with the F ratio is that it gives no informa-
tion about any dependence between different features.
The calculation of probability $@ error assumes that
the samples of a given feature form a gaussian distribution
for each speaker. The overlap of these
gives the probability of error for that
total probability of error involving all
culated using the union error bound. N
dered in terms of maximum effectiveness
procedure:
1) Calculate probability of error
ations of N-1 features.
2) Select the N-1 features givng
3) Eliminate the feature that was








not part of the
until only one
feature is left.
The 10 best features indicated by this analysis includ-
ed 3 vowel formant frequency measurements, 4 nasal formant
frequency measurements, the voice onset time of [k], one
FO measurement, and a rough estimate of the slope of the
second formant in [aI]. Since the three vowel formant meas-
urements were taken at only one instant in time, and since
the slope measure proved so effective, one might suspect
that a more detailed examination of vowel formant movement
could yield additional speaker information.
This notion is supported by a spectrogram study of
formant tracks and fundamental frequency for speaker iden-
tification (Boulogne, Carre, and Charras, 1973). Two-
dimensional plots were made of F1 vs. F2, F2 vs. F3, Fl
vs. F3, and FO vs. AO, where AO is the amplitude of voicing.
The data base was 2 repetitions each by 10 speakers of a
single phrase. Test plots were matched to references both
by visual inspection and by the computation of correlation
coefficients. The F2 vs. F3 plot gave no identification
errors, and the other plots gave very few errors.
The results of this experiment are very encouraging
but somewhat preliminary due to the small data base and
elementary measurement techniques. The two-dimensional
plots have the advantages of including much more informa-
tion than a single measurement and also avoid some of the
24
problems of temporal alignment. On the other hand, this
discarded temporal information might also be useful.
Therefore an extended study of formant tracks using a so-
phisticated formant tracking scheme and a large data base
with recordings made on more than one occasion could reveal
some potentially effective speaker-identifying features
that have been previously overlooked.
2.2 Formant Tracking
The problem of determining formant frequencies has
been attacked in several different ways. The two oldest
methods are peak picking on the output of a filter bank and
estimating the center frequency of a high-energy band on
a spectrogram. Though fairly simple and straightforward,
these methods are not very accurate, and the second one is
not applicable to any sort of automatic system.
A definite inprovement came with the introduction of
an analysis-by-synthesis technique (Bell, et. al., 1961).
The spectrum of real speech obtained by passing it through
a filter bank was compared with the spectrum generated
from information about pole and zero locations. Pole-zero
locations were varied until a best fit was obtained. The
main drawback was that an automatic version of this proce-
dure was quite slow. Sampling the spectrum at 8.3 msec.
intervals, it ran at about 1000 times real time.
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A different method employing mainly digital analysis
techniques used a peak-picking algorithm on a cepstrally
smoothed speech spectrum (Schafer and Rabiner, 1970). The
cepstral smoothing yields a more detailed spectral envelope
than a filter bank, but the peak-picking procedure throws
out all information gained from relative amplitudes of
spectral peaks and spectral amplitude between peaks. This
information sometimes helps to identify two formants that
are so close together that they form a single peak. To
help resolve spectral peaks suspected of representing more
than one formant, Schafer and Rabiner made use of the chirp
z-transform. This algorithm enhances peaks by calculating
the spectrum on a contour inside the unit circle and hope-
fully closer to the pole locations. Expected frequency
ranges for the first three formants and expected formant
amplitudes were used to detect unresolved spectral peaks.
Olive (1971) introduced a method that combined the
benefits of analysis-by-synthesis with those of cepstral
smoothing. His system first calculated a cepstrally
smoothed spectrum and then matched it to a theoretical
spectrum with 3 formant frequency variables. The matching
consisted of deriving 3 nonlinear simultaneous equations
by minimizing the least-squared error between the spectra
and then solving these 3 equations by an iterative method
known as the Newton-Raphson technique.
26
A technique that has been receiving much attention
recently is linear prediction, also known as predictive
coding. This technique is not new, being Just a special
case of a method developed by Prony in 1795 (Markel, 1972).
It has also been in common use for quite some time by geo-
physicists (Treitel and Robinson, 1967).
Linear prediction is a generalized analysis-by-synthe-
sis technique which assumes that the signal to be analyzed
can be represented by an all-pole spectrum (Makhoul and
Wolf, 1972). It has generally been accepted that the vocal
tract transfer function has all poles and no zeros for non-
nasal voiced sounds (Fant, 1960, p. 42). The combined ef-
fect of the glottal source and the radiation load can be
approximated by two poles (Atal and Hanauer, 1971). The
z-transform of non-nasal voiced sounds can therefore be
represented by
A U(z)
P -k1 - akz
k=l
where U(z) is the z-transform of an impulse train and p is
the number of poles representing the vocal tract, voicing
source, and radiation load. In the time domain, this
becomes
s = aks + Aunk=l n-k
Linear prediction computes a set of predictor coefficients
{ak that will minimize the total-squared error between
the original signal sn and an approximation sn that does
not include the impulse train, u n . The term Aun is allowed
to become part of the error. The total-squared error is
defined by
" 2 P 2E (s -s ) = (s E aks nk
n n k=l
To minimize this error, the p partial derivatives of E with
respect to ak are all set to zero, giving p equations in p
unknowns.
If the number of samples included in the summation
over n in the computation of E is limited to a finite num-
ber N, the procedure is referred to as the covariance
method of linear prediction, which was the method used by
Atal and Hanauer (1971). If the summation is carried out
over all time samples, but the original signal is windowed
such that only a finite number of samples is non-zero, the
procedure is called the autocorrelation method of linear
prediction. These two methods can also be implemented
either pitch synchronously or pitch asynchronously. If the
first sample of the window or of the N samples included in
the total-squared error is always in a fixed position rela-
tive to the beginning of the pitch period, the method is
called pitch synchronous. If the analysis frame is
advanced a fixed amount for each computation of the pre-
dictor coefficients regardless of the location of the pitch
periods, the method is pitch asynchronous.
There are various advantages and disadvantages asso-
ciated with both of these methods. One might expect the
autocorrelation method to give somewhat less accurate
results, since this method tries to represent a finite du-
ration impulse response (the windowed signal) with an infi-
nite duration impulse response filter (the all-pole model),
a situation which is theoretically impossible. But in
practice, the two methods of linear prediction give remark-
ably similar results. Chandra and Lin (1974) found that
for pitch asynchronous analysis and relatively large seg-
ment size (20-25 msec.), the two methods performed about
equally well. Performance was judged on the basis of total
minimum normalized squared error, accuracy in estimating
the speech spectrum, and accuracy in estimating formant
parameters. The covariance method performed better with
pitch synchronous analysis than it did with asynchronous
analysis, and also performed better than the autocorrelation
method when both were tried pitch synchronously. Further
improvement can be gained when using the covariance method
pitch synchronously if analysis is confined to the closed-
glottis part of the pitch period or if the one sample pro-
ducing the largest error in the error signal for a given
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pitch period is eliminated from the analysis segment (Atal,
1974). For these reasons, the covariance method might be
chosen for situations where accuracy of formant frequencies
is of utmost importance.
By making use of symmetry and other special conditions
that arise during the solution of the p simultaneous equa-
tions to obtain the predictor coefficients, the time and
storage required can be greatly reduced for both the auto-
correlation and covariance methods. These savings are
somewhat greater with the autocorrelation method than with
the covariance method (Portnoff, Zue, and Oppenheim, 1972).
The second advantage of the autocorrelation method
is that in theory it guarentees that all poles of the
transfer function will be inside the unit circle of the
z-plane. In actual practice, an unstable filter may result
from a finite word length computation (Markel and Gray,
1973). An unstable filter representation can cause prob-
lems if the predictor coefficients are to be used for
speech synthesis.
The determination of the predictor coefficients is
only part of the job of finding formant frequencies, since
all that it provides is a system function in unfactored
form. To find the formant frequencies, one can either
find the roots of the denominator of this system function
and eliminate those that do not appear to represent
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formants, or one can perform peak-picking on the spectrum
calculated from this system function. The root-finding
technique gives excellent resolution of the formant fre-
quencies, but is extremely time-consuming, since the cal-
culation must be performed iteratively. Besides suffering
from the problem of resolving merged spectral peaks, the
peak-picking method is limited in its frequency resolution
by the number of points used by the FFT to calculate the
spectrum. For example, McCandless (1974) used a 256 point
FFT, giving 40 Hz spectral resolution. Her system included
a very sophisticated algorithm for determining which peaks
represented formants and where a formant might have been
missed. Spectral peaks representing 2 formants were re-
solved by repeatedly recomputing the spectrum on a circle
in the z-plane with radius less than 1, until 2 distinct
peaks were found.
The system of McCandless also preemphasizes the input
signal 6 dB/octave before sampling it. This 6 dB/octave
preemphasis has various effects, most of them beneficial.
It deemphasizes the first harmonic, which is otherwise
sometimes picked up as a formant (Markel, 1972). It em-
phasizes the higher formants, thus bringing them closer to
the level of the lower formants and reducing computational
problems such as roundoff error. The preemphasis, which
Markel simulates by differencing the speech after it has
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been sampled, acts as an additional zero at z=l. This zero
approximately cancels one of the glottal poles, such that
the total number of poles in the analysis can be reduced
by 1. The disadvantage of preemphasis is that it shifts
the formant frequencies somewhat, with the largest effect
occuring with the first formant. Makhoul and Wolf (1972)
found a raising of the first formant of about 80 Hz when
using peak-picking and about 40 Hz for root-finding when




Recordings were made of the 3 diphthongs [I],
[aI], and [aU], 3 retroflex sounds [r], [rC], and [ar], and
4 tense vowels [i], [e], [o], and [u]. In order to facil-
itate comparison of one vowel with another, all vowels
were recorded in the context, "Say b d again." Ten adult
male speakers of American English with no noticeable accents
or speech defects were chosen to make the recordings. Each
person spoke 5 repetitions of each of the 10 sentences in
one recording session. Six of the original 10 speakers
returned at least 3 weeks after the first recording session
to make another set of recordings, again with 5 repetitions
of each of the 10 sentences. This second set of recordings
was made in order to check on the changes in a speaker's
voice over time.
3.2 Formant Tracking Procedure
Recordings were processed semiautomatically on a
PDP-9 minicomputer specially set up for speech analysis.
The software written for this purpose seeks to minimize
the amount of time needed to compute a highly accurate set
of formant tracks, both in terms of computer time and
operator time. However, for several reasons, no attempt
was made to fully automate this procedure. Currently,
there is no automatic formant-tracking program in
existence which gives 4 formants with 100% reliability.
The best systems giving 3 formants generally have very
complicated decision algorithms, and even then cannot
guarantee absolute 100% reliability (McCandless, 1974).
Since an error in formant identification can produce
serious errors in a speaker identification scheme based
on specific formant frequencies, and since the major
emphasis of the study is on the use of formant tracks
rather than on their computation, it was decided that
an interactive system should be constructed. With
such a system, the operator can observe the results of a
first, automatic stage of tracking and can intervene
manually to correct errors. Informal observations by the
program user during the process of trying to identify
missing formants or eliminate extraneous ones could be
useful in the construction of a more automatic system at
some later time.
Audio input was preemphasized 6 dB/octave, band-limited
to 5 KHz, and sampled at 10 KHz. The sampled signal was
displayed on a cathode-ray tube, and then marked by hand
to indicate beginning and end of processing. The beginning
was defined at 20 msec. after the noise burst indicating
the release of [b]. The end was marked when a sudden drop
in amplitude and an obvious loss of high frequencies
indicated the closure for [d]. On about 5 sentences, these
two points were not obvious, due to unprecise pronunciation
by the subject. In these cases, analysis was started
well before the expected beginning and stopped after
the expected end. The two end markers were then readjusted
to the two points where gross discontinuities in the
formants indicated the presence of a consonant. Figure
3.1 shows an example of the beginning of a vowel that was
marked at the point where the formant tracking program
was able to find a continuous set of formants.
The first main processing loop of the formant track-
ing program calculates 12 predictor coefficients for
each 10 msec. frame, using the covariance method non pitch
synchronously, and stores these values on disk. The
second loop calculates pole locations of the transfer
function for each frame and then transforms them to
formants and bandwidths (Jenkins and Traub, 1970). Formants
with bandwidths greater than 700 Hz are removed from the
general formant array and placed in a temporary location
for extraneous formants. The last phase of the program
displays the formants and allows corrections to be entered
manually by the operator, according to continuity consid-
erations and his knowledge of acoustic theory. Formants
can be restored from the temporary locations if they are
FORMANT TRACKS
[u] recorded on day 1
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Figure 3.1
Manual Placement of a Beginning-of-Vowel Marker
Beginning-of-vowel marker was placed at 40 msec., the point
where the formant-tracking program began to find a continuous
set of formants.
judged as not extraneous. Formants can also be removed
if they seem extraneous but were not automatically
eliminated. On very rare occasions, the root-finding
subroutine could not find the roots in 10 iterations.
In this case, the formant frequencies were set to zero
by the program and were later filled in by averaging
the formants of the previous and the next frame. During
the course of the measurements, this situation only
occurred twice. Corrected formant tracks were appropriately
labeled and stored on DEC-tape.
Occasionally, a situation arose when the user had
trouble deciding which poles to choose as formants. To
help him make a decision, the program calculated a log-
magnitude plot of the spectrum and a pole-plot in the
z-plane for any frame indicated by the user. Examples
are shown in Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. In actual
practice however, these plots rarely gave more insight
than the actual formant frequencies and bandwidths.
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FORMANT TRACKS
[aU] recorded on day 1
by speaker 8, repetition 4
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Time in msec.
Figure 3.2
Example of a Formant Track Display
SPECTRUM - frame 13
[aU] recorded on day 1
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Figure 3.3
Example of a Spectrum Plot
Spectrum calculated from predictor coefficients 130 msec.
from beginning of formant tracks in Figure 3.2
Pole Plot - frame 13 Im(z) [aU]





Pole Plot Giving Rise to the Spectrum of Figure 3.3
CHAPTER IV
Evaluation of the Formant-Tracking Procedure
4.1 Initial Experiments for Determining the Exact
Formant-Tracking Method
The problem of maximizing the accuracy of formant
tracking is much less well-defined than the problem of
minimizing computation time, simply because there are
no absolute scales for comparison. Spectrograms can only
be read to an accuracy of about 50 Hz, and quite often
do not show more than 3 formants reliably. The analysis
of synthetic speech is not a fair test, because the syn-
thesizer usually generates speech under the same assump-
tions as those used by the analysis scheme, namely, poles
and zeros, or just poles. In this study, the accuracy of
the analysis was judged on the basis of the smoothness
of the formant tracks and the degree to which the uncorrected
formant tracks corresponded to those expected on the basis
of spectrograms, continuity, and acoustic theory.
The effects of varying the number of predictor
coefficients and of preemphasizing the signal were
investigated briefly in terms of speed and accuracy of
formant tracking. Formant tracks of the same vowel seg-
ment were compared for 13 poles without preemphasis and 12
poles with preemphasis. (A discussion of the number of
poles as related to preemphasis is given in Section 2.2.)
The preemphasis case seemed to produce slightly smoother
formant tracks, especially in the higher formants, as
shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. For the case without pre-
emphasis, an additional condition was added to the formant
and bandwidth calculation subroutine. Since the first
harmonic of the unpreemphasized spectrum is often strong
enough to be mistaken for a formant, as shown in Figure
4.3, all formants with Q less than 2.0 were labeled as
extraneous, in addition to those rejected because of
bandwidth greater than 700 Hz. Occasionally this condition
falsely eliminated the first formant, and occasionally
it failed to eliminate a first harmonic peak. The pre-
emphasis case required less computation time, both in
calculating predictor coefficients and in finding roots,
simply because it deals with one less unknown. For the
non-preemphasis case, the root-finder failed to converge
within 10 iterations on several occasions, whereas it
performed quite well in these instances when preemphasis
was used. Since the measurements taken in this study were
to be used mainly on a comparative basis, it was felt
that the above-mentioned advantages of preemphasis justi-
fied the disadvantage of the slight formant frequency
shift that it causes.
FORMANT TRACKS
[aUl recorded on day 1
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Figure 4.1
Formant tracks. computed from a preemphasized signal using 12
predictor coefficients, before manual corrections were made.
FORMANT TRACKS
[aU] recorded on day 1
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Figure 4.2
Formant tracks computed from an unpreemphasized signal using
13 predictor coefficients and automatically eliminating
formants having Q less than 2.0. The first formant was
falsely eliminated in 2 frames.
FORMANT IRACKS
[aU] recorded on day 1
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Figure 4.3
Formant tracks computed from an unpreemphasized signal using
13 predictor coefficients without Q criterion. The first
harmonic of the spectrum is sometimes mistaken for the first
formant.
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Since the number of predictor coefficients, p, also
affects the accuracy of formant tracking, a brief study
was undertaken to determine what number would be most
appropriate for the data under investigation. If not
enough predictor coefficients are used, there will not
be enough poles to account for all formants present in
the 5 KHz range being considered. If there are too many
predictor coefficients, poles will be assigned to
extraneous peaks in the spectrum, possibly shifting the
values of other poles, and making it difficult to decide
which poles are the actual formants.
Theoretically, 12 poles should be about right for
the conditions of this formant tracker. A 5 KHz low-pass
filtered signal should allow for about 5 formants for a
male voice, assuming plane-wave propagation in an acoustic
tube (Makhoul and Wolf, 1972, p. 24). The glottal source
and the radiation characteristic can be represented by
2 poles, but in order to compensate for aliasing, this
number is best raised to 3 (Makhoul and Wolf, 1972).
Finally, the preemphasis removes one pole.
One method suggested for determining p is to compute
the average normalized error for a sound using a number
of different p's (Makhoul and Wolf, 1972). For low values
of p, this error is fairly high. In theory, the error
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should decrease substantially with each increase in p
until all formants are matched with poles, at which point
the error curve levels off. This "knee" in the curve,
therefore, indicates the optimum value for p.
This type of analysis was performed for 3 speakers
with 4 different vowels and p ranging from 9 to 14.
Speech was preemphasized 6 dB/octave in each case. As
shown in Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, the error curves
obtained generally had a knee at p=10. However, as can
be seen by comparing the 10-coefficient formant plot in
Figure 4.7 with the 12-coefficient plot of Figure 3.2,
10 predictor coefficients are not enough to represent
all formants. Every case tested produced bad results
for p=10. Values for p of 11, 12, and 13 all produced
good results. For p=14, there was some evidence of
extraneous formants, as shown in Figure 4.8. Since 12
is halfway between the two cases that gave trouble, this
seems to be a good value for p. Also, with a little
imagination, one might discern a second knee for some
error curves at p=12.
4.2 Observations Based on Formant Tracks of the Entire
Data Base
The first formant tracked perfectly on every utterance,
never requiring any correction. The second formant
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Figure 4.4
Average Normalized Error versus Number of Predictor
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Figure 4.5
Average Normalized Error versus Number of Predictor
Coefficients of Various Phones for Speaker 3
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Figure 4.6
Average Normalized Error versus Number of Predictor
Coefficients of Various Phones for Speaker 6
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FORMANT TRACKS
[aU] recorded on day 1
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Figure 4.7
Formant tracks computed using 10 predictor coefficients.
The fourth and fifth formants shown in Figure 4.1 were




[aU] recorded on day 1
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Figure 4.8
Formant tracks computed using 14 predictor coefficients. An
extraneous pole-pair was recorded as the third formant at 30
msec. from the beginning of the tracks.
presented problems in about 2% of all utterances. Errors
generally occurred in cases where the second formant was
unusually high or low, such as in [u] and [i], or if the
third formant was low. As the second formant dips in
[u] and [I], its level goes down, and the peak blends
into the first formant peak. The linear prediction
algorithm then assigns a wider bandwidth to the second
formant. Occasionally, this bandwidth exceeds 700 Hz
for a few analysis frames, so that the formant is labeled
as extraneous. When the second formant is close to the
third, as in [i] and [], the algorithm sometimes assigns
an extra pole-pair to this combined peak. With another
pole-pair to raise the spectrum level near the second
and third formants, the bandwidths assigned to the pole-
pairs representing these two formants are larger than
might be expected, occasionally exceeding 700 Hz. On
other occasions, the bandwidth corresponding to the extra
pole-pair is narrow enough to cause it to be labeled
as a formant. Third formant errors occurred in about
10% of all utterances. Most of these occurred in cases
where the second and third formants were very close
together. Other errors occur when the third formant is
so weak that the bandwidths associated with it sometimes
rise above 700 Hz. The fourth formant produced errors
in about 25% of all sentences, for reasons similar to those
given for the third formant errors as well as a few
additional complications.
In many cases, it was difficult to decide how and
where to correct third and fourth formant errors, even
with the help of pole plots, spectrum plots, and spectro-
grams. With speaker number 10, a resonance of higher
frequency than the third formant seemed to disappear and
reappear. In all repetitions of [aI], [DI], and [el],
it appeared at the very end of the diphthong, as can be
seen in the spectrogram of Figure 4.9. In the phonemes
[u], [o], and [re], it appeared in some repetitions,
but not in others, as shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11.
When it did appear, its level was lower than that of both
the next higher and the next lower formants. One possible
explanation of this phenomenon is that the speaker some-
times creates an extra cavity in his vocal tract by raising
the tongue blade, and therefore introduces an additional
pole-zero pair. This is particularly likely for the
context used in the recording of these vowels. The
speaker may be anticipating the final [d], which is a
consonant that requires a raised tongue blade. The [r]
in bread can also be articulated with a raised tongue blade,
making it very likely that the blade will remain high








Speaker 10 saying "Say bide again." An extra formant appearsbetween the third and fourth formants at the end of [al].
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Speaker 10 saying "Say bode again," second repetition. Five
"formants" are present in a 4000 Hz range.
0
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Speaker 10 saying "Say bode again," third repetition. Only
four "formants" are apparent in a 4000 Hz range.
. i I mL
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Whether or not this resonance should be called the
fourth formant depends on how one chooses to define a
formant. For purposes of this study, whenever a resonance
was detected with a bandwidth less than 700 Hz for over
50% of the time, it was declared a formant. Missing
frames were then filled in from the temporary locations
where rejected formants were stored. By following this
decision rule, those resonances that were rejected were
generally also those that were too weak to be visible on
a spectrogram.
Speaker number 3 presented a similar problem with the
"third" formant, with the difference that his data were
self-consistent on a single day's recordings. On the
first day, 4 distinct formants were detected in a frequency
range up to 3000 Hz for the diphthong [aI]. On the second
day, only 3 formants were detected in the same range.
Examination of spectrograms revealed that on the recordings
from the second day, there was a very weak concentration
of energy in the frequency region where a third formant
had been detected on the first day's recordings. However,
the difference between the two day's recordings is not
simply the strength of the resonance that was detected as
the third formant on the first day. This resonance also
seems to affect the locations of the other formants, since
the average value of the fourth formant of the first day
was consistently 200 Hz higher than the average value of
the apparent third formant of the second day. One possible
explanation is that for some reason there was nasal
coupling in the production of the vowel on day 2. This
nasal coupling would have the affect of lowering the
amplitude of the third formant during [a] and lowering
the frequency of the fourth formant (House and Stevens, 1956).
Examples of spectrograms showing the phenomenon are given
in Figures 4.12 and 4.13.
Lower-than-expected formants created major problems
with speaker 7, who appeared to have the lowest average
third and fourth formant frequencies, and therefore, the
largest vocal tract. An examination of a frequency
listing of formants labeled as extraneous showed that
the formant tracker quite often assigned the 12 available
poles to 6 recognizable formants. This left no poles
for representing the spectrum of the voicing source. The
appropriate spectrum was, therefore, approximated by totally
inappropriate formant bandwidths, i.e., very low bandwidths
on the first formant and much larger bandwidths on the
higher formants, which were consequently rejected by the
program. When 14 predictor coefficients were used to ana-
lyze a few vowels for this speaker, results were much better.




Speaker 3 saying "Say bide again" on day 1,


























Speaker 3 saying "Say bide again" on day 2, fifth repe-




[aU] recorded on day 2
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Figure 4.14




[aU] recorded on day 2
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Figure 4.15
Uncorrected formant tracks calculated with 14 predictor
coefficients.
before manual correction for 12 and 14 predictor coefficients,
respectively. Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the same formant
tracks after corrections were made.
One problem associated with changing the number of
predictor coefficients is that this can cause the apparent
formant frequencies to shift considerably. It is, there-
fore, inadvisable to adjust the number of predictor
coefficients to any sort of "optimum" for a given utterance,
as might well be done in a speech recognition system.
In determining the number of predictors to be used, it
is best to choose the maximum number required by any
speaker, since it is generally easier to eliminate
extraneous pole pairs than to guess at the locations of
non-existent ones. On the basis of experience with
speaker 7, it would, therefore, have been better to use
14 predictor coefficients for this experiment.
For all of its crudeness, the method of eliminating
all of the pole pairs with bandwidth greater than 700 Hz
worked remarkably well. A system that simply rejects all
but the five formants with the lowest bandwidths probably
wouldn't work much better, since the number of formants
detected in the 5000 Hz range under consideration varied
from 4 to 6, depending on the specific speaker and sound.
One possible refinement for the formant-tracking
procedure used in this study would be to add a stage for
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Figure 4.16
Formant tracks calculated from 12 predictor coefficients
after manual corrections were made.
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FORMANT TRACKS
[aU] recorded on day 2
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Figure 4.17
Formant tracks calculated from 14 predictor coefficients
after manual corrections were made.
finding discontinuities in the formant tracks and correct-
ing them, when necessary. The correction algorithm,
summarized in Figure 4.18, scans the formant tracks,
looking for discontinuities greater than 300 Hz, beginning
with the first formant. A first attempt at correcting
discontinuities consists of reinserting formant values
that had previously been rejected. If no reject is
available of frequency lower than that of the formant
suspected in error, one can try removing the formant at
the lower end of the discontinuity. If the bandwidth at
this point is relatively large, any type of improvement
in the continuity of the formants would justify the
removal of this pole-pair. However, if the bandwidth is
narrow, this formant is best left intact unless the
removal of this single frame gives perfect continuity.
An aid in testing the appropriateness of a given
formant configuration is the examination of a formant
higher than the one with the suspected error. For some
speakers, there is evidence of a narrow-bandwidth, stable
fourth formant but a much less well-defined third formant.
By eliminating or inserting values for the third formant
that force a smooth fourth formant, a good estimate can be
obtained for the third formant.
This correction algorithm is not overly sophisticated
FIGURE 4.18
Algorithm for Correcting Discontinuities in Formant Tracks
._ r ___I_~i__ I ~_ ;_liL~___1_ _I__ _I~
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and certainly cannot guarantee perfect formant tracks.
Hopefully it will make some improvement in the crude
tracks obtained by eliminating all pole-pairs of band-
width greater than 700 Hz. But in order to obtain any
radical improvements in formant tracking, it may be
necessary to define more carefully what is meant by
the word "formant", for purposes of eliminating ambiguities





The formant tracks, as determined by the methods of
the previous chapter, contain a mixture of noise, linguis-
tic information, and personal information. The next
phase of a speech-theoretic speaker identification system
would be to extract the personal information pertaining
only to the identity of the speaker. In this study, a
large number of features was measured for each of the
sounds being investigated, and each feature was then
evaluated in terms of its effectiveness in speaker identi-
fication. A list of the names given to these features, a
short description of each one, and a list of which sounds
each was applied to is given in Table 5.1. A more detailed
description of how some of the features were measured will
be given in the remaining sections of this chapter.
In the measurement process, similar phones were
grouped together so that approximately the same set of
features was tested for each phone of a given class. The
three major classes used were 1) diphthongs [II], [aI],
and [aU]; 2) tense vowels [e], [o], [i], and [u]; and
3) retroflex sounds [rE], [ar], and [3]. The evaluation
of the features will be organized according to these classes.
Feature Names, Descriptions, and Applications
APPLICATION
:I, aI, aU,




















e, i, o, u
re, ar
DI, aI, aU,




average third formant not
including last 20 msec of
formant track
average fourth formant not
including last 20 msec of
formant track
average third minus second
formant omitting last 20
msec of formant track
total duration
duration 1 measured from
beginning of formant tracks
to middle of second formant
glide
duration 2 measured from
middle of second formant
glide to end of formant
tracks
Fl measured 20 msec before
end of formant tracks
F2 measured 50 msec before
end of formant track on
[aU], [o], and [u]; 20
msec before end on all other
sounds
F3 measured 20 msec before
end of formant tracks
F4 measured 20 msec before
end of formant tracks
F1 at point in time when F2
reaches a maximum
F1 at point in time when F3
reaches a maximum
Fl at point in time when F2
reaches a minimum

































e, i, o, u,
e, i, o, u,
MIDF4 T
DESCRIPTION
F2 at F3 minimum
F4 at F3 maximum














initial Fl, measured 20
msec after beginning of
formant track for [re] and
[ar], at beginning of track
for all other sounds
initial F2, measured 20
msec after beginning of
formant track for [re] and
[ar], at beginning of
track for all other sounds
initial F3, taken 20 msec
after beginning
initial F4, taken 20 msec
after beginning
local slope, measured over
110 msec around point of
maximum slope of F2 for
[aI] and [oI], measured






first formant at midpoint
of formant tracks
second formant at midpoint
third formant at midpoint
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e, i, o, u
re, ar
:I, aI, aU,
e, i, o, u
rE, ar, 3'
DI, aI, aU,
e, i, o, u
DI, aI, aU,
e, i, o, u, 5
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DESCRIPTION
MIDFI averaged with the 2
first-formant values on
either side of it
MIDF2 averaged with the 2
surrounding values
MIDF3 averaged with the 2
surrounding values





MINF3 averaged with the 2
surrounding values
percent duration one =
(DURl/DUR) x 100
range of second formant =
MAXF2 - MINF2
range of fourth formant =
MAXF4 - MINF4
slope of second formant
slope of third formant
standard deviation of F1
over its entire duration
total slope, measured by
fitting a straight line
to the formant in question
over its total duration
FlMIN3 averaged with the 2
surrounding points
F2MIN3 averaged with the 2
surrounding points





The total data collected can also be divided into
three groups according to when they were recorded. The
first day of recordings for all ten speakers form one
group, the second day of recordings for six of the ten
speakers form the second group, and both days of recordings
for the six speakers form the third group. The statistical
evaluation process consisted of computing the mean and
standard deviation of each feature for each speaker. For
days one and two, these calculations were based on five
repetitions, and for the combined group, they were based
on ten repetitions. In addition, three F ratios were
calculated for each feature for each of the three time-
groupings. Tables of F ratios will be given in sections
5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 along with the evaluation of the
effectiveness of the features for speaker identification.
The full set of means, standard deviations, and F ratios
is given in the Appendix.
As mentioned in Chapter II, a higher F ratio indicates
a feature that gives larger interspeaker variation in
relation to the intraspeaker variation, and is therefore
usually more useful for speaker identification than a
feature with a lower F ratio. Though not as sophisticated
as the probability-of-error method used by Sambur (1972),
the calculation of F ratios has the advantage of being
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fast and easy to implement--a very desirable advantage
when dealing with a large number of features. However,
the problems of possible dependence between features
and artificially high F ratios caused by one very differ-
ent speaker must still be addressed. Therefore, the
distribution of speaker means was checked visually for
all features with high F ratios. Possible dependence
between features was tested by computing correlation
coefficients relating all features for a given phone for
each time grouping, first using each individual measure-
ment in the data base, then using the speaker averages.
For a given phone, the correlation matrices associated
with the three time groupings were very similar. The
correlations based on speaker averages were almost
identical to those based on individual measurements.
An example of one of these correlation matrices is shown
in Table 5.2. Since the matrix is symmetric, only the
lower triangle is shown. Except for those features that
were deliberately designed to be redundant, most of the
features appeared to be fairly independent, generally having
correlation coefficients less than .5. Since the number
of correlation matrices computed was very large, and since
most did not show anything overly new or interesting, the
complete set of correlation matrices will not be given
here. Individual correlation coefficients will be given
TABLE 5.2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE FEATURES COMPUTED ON DAY 1
FOR [AI] USING SPEAKER AVERAGES OF FEATURES AS A DATA BASE









































































































































































in the text whenever they are relevant to the evaluation
of the features.
5.2 Diphthongs
The best speaker-identifying features for diphthongs
were those associated with the two target frequencies of
the second formant. Highest F ratios, shown in Table
5.3, were obtained from the maximum value of F2 (MAXF2).
For [aU], this maximum of the second formant was constrained
to occur before the minimum in order to insure that it
represented the target of [a] rather than the glide up
to [d]. The one major drawback to using a maximum second-
formant frequency measure in an automatic identifying
scheme is that it requires computing a complete set of
formant tracks, which is a very time-consuming procedure.
One solution to this problem is to guess at the location
of the second formant maximum and then compute formant
frequencies for only one 10-millisecond frame. For [aI]
and [0I], this point, called FINAL2, was set at 20
milliseconds before the end of the formant track. For
[au], the first frame of the formant track, called INITL2,
was used to represent the maximum of the second formant.
F ratios for these measurements, shown at the right side
of Table 5.3, were almost as large as those for the
original maximum F2 values. All correlation coefficients
F Ratios of F2 Measures for Diphthongs































































relating MAXF2 to FINAL2 for [aI] and [I] or to INITL2
for [au] were greater than 0.9.
The single-frame estimate for MINF2, called FINAL2,
was placed 50 milliseconds before the end of the formant
tracks for [aU], [o], and [u]. MINF2 and the corres-
ponding single-frame estimate, FINAL2, had very high
F ratios for [aU], somewhat lower for [aI], and quite
low for [I]. A possible explanation for the large
intraspeaker standard deviations causing the low F
ratios for [,I] is that the degree of lip-rounding at
the beginning of this diphthong may be much more variable
than the position of the tongue.
The RANGE2, computed by subtracting MINF2 from MAXF2,
produced fairly high F ratios, but not as high as MAXF2.
The intraspeaker variations of MAXF2 are probably not
correlated with the variations of MINF2, so a combination
of these two measures merely serves to increase each
speaker's standard deviation. Since RANGE2 and MAXF2
are highly correlated, with all correlation coefficients
greater than 0.8, it would be unwise to include RANGE2
in an identification system that already made use of MAXF2.
Another feature that showed some correlation with
MAXF2 was SLOPE2. Though Sambur (1972) found the slope
of F2 to be one of his better features, this study seems
to indicate that several other features are considerably
better. Sambur computed the second-formant slope by
fitting a straight line to the second formant over its
entire duration, a measurement which is here referred to
as TOTALS. A slight improvement was obtained in this
study with LOCALS, which involved fitting the line over
a smaller area around the region of steepest slope. For
[au], best results were obtained for a line fit from the
beginning of the vowel to F2MIN. For [aI] and [I], the
point of steepest slope was assumed to be the point where
the second formant frequency was just higher than the
average of its maximum and minimum. The slope was then
computed over this point and the 10 frames surrounding
it for a total of 110 milliseconds. F ratios for slope
measurements and other timing measurements are given
in Table 5.4. Visual inspection of formant tracks for
several speakers seemed to verify the validity of the
slope measurements for repetitions that caused large
standard deviations. Therefore, a more sophisticated
method for finding slope would probably not greatly improve
the effectiveness of this feature.
The midpoint of the F2 glide, which was used to
approximate the region of steepest slope, also served as
the basis of three not very successful measurements. This
F Ratios of Timing Measures for Diphthongs








































































midpoint was used to divide the overall duration of the
diphthong into duration 1, the duration of the first
target or steady-state portion, and duration 2, the
duration of the second target. Percent duration 1 was
calculated as the percentage of the total duration given
by duration 1. In general, the F ratios of the total
duration were higher than those of any of the other
duration measures.
The maximum of the first formant gave surprisingly
good results. This measure did not show an overly
wide range between speakers, but within speakers it was
very steady and reliable, making it almost as effective
as the target frequencies of F2. Considerably less
effective, though related to MAXF1, was the standard
deviation of Fl computed over its total duration. This
measure had been intended to give an estimate of the
overall variation of Fl. Another poor measure was
initial Fl, the first formant frequency taken at the
beginning of the sound. F ratios for Fl measures are
given in Table 5.5.
Since MAXF2 and MINF2 were such good measures, one
might expect them to represent stable targets of the
articulators, indicating that Fl measured at these points
might also be a good feature. This proved not to be the
case; Fl was extremely unstable at these points, indicating
F Ratios of Fl Measures for Diphthongs





























































that different formants do not necessarily reach targets
at the same time. This finding may not be unreasonable,
since the first formant is closely associated with tongue
height, while the second formant is associated with for-
ward or backward position of the tongue.
Measurements of the third and fourth formants gave
conflicting results. Since these formants didn't show
much movement, average values of these formants computed
over all but the last 20 milliseconds of the sound were
used as features. In many cases, these features gave very
high F ratios, as can be seen from Table 5.6. However,
for AVEF3 on [aI] measured over both days and AVEF4 on
[,I] measured over both days, the F ratios were very low,
due to a shift in the higher formant frequencies of a
few speakers, as mentioned in Chapter IV. Because of
the instability of these formants and the difficulty
of measuring them, it may not be worthwhile to include
these features in an identification scheme.
5.2 Tense Vowels
The tense vowels [e], [o], [i], and [u] were examined
using a set of features similar to that used for the
diphthongs. Generally, these vowels show evidence of an
offglide similar to that found in the diphthongs. The
magnitude of the formant shift in the offglide is greater
Table 5.6 F Ratios of Higher Formant Measures for Diphthongs






















in [e] and [o] than in [i] or [u], as expected, but still
much less than in the diphthongs, making it difficult to
locate the point in time when the maximum slope of F2
occurs. For this reason, the slopes for the tense vowels
were calculated by fitting a straight line to the second
formant over almost its total duration, eliminating the
last 50 milliseconds for [u] and [o], and eliminating the
last 20 milliseconds for [i] and [e]. The calculation of
durations one and two and percentage duration one would
then also be meaningless, so these measurements were
dropped and four others were introduced. First and
second formants were measured at the midpoint of the vowel,
first at one point only, and then averaged over three
frames.
The tense vowels did not yield as many good measures
that were independent of one another as did the diphthongs.
The second formant measures, whose F ratios are given in
Table 5.7, were reasonably effective but not very indepen-
dent. For example, the correlation coefficient of MINF2
and MAXF2 averaged about 0.1 for [I] but averaged about
0.6 for [e]. The low correlation of MINF2 and MAXF2
for [I] reflects the large range of possibilities for
pronunciation of the two targets of this diphthong, the
first target being low, back, and rounded, whereas the
second target is high, front, and unrounded. With [e] the
F Ratios of F2 Measures for Tense Vowels



































































































only change that generally occurs is a glide from mid
to front. Therefore, the correlation between MINF2 and
MAXF2 for [e] is an indication of how much individual
variation is present in the extent and exact direction
of this glide.
The best measures for [i] and [u] were the second
formant frequencies taken at the middle of the vowel and
averaged over three frames. MAXF2, MINF2, FINAL2, and
INITL2 were generally less effective, and RANGE2 was
totally useless. For [e] and [o], the best second formant
measures were those taken at the location of the first
vowel target: MINF2 for [e], and MAXF2 for [o]. INITL2
gave a reasonably good approximation to these measures.
An even higher F ratio for [e] and [o] was given by
MAXF1, as shown in Table 5.8. Unfortunately, most of the
interspeaker variation was due to one speaker, a situation
that did not exist with MAXF1 for the diphthongs. A
possible rival to MAXF1 is Fl at the midpoint of [o] and
[u], averaged over three frames (MIDlAV). F ratios
for these features are somewhat lower than for MAXF1,
but the interspeaker variation is distributed more evenly
over all speakers.
Table 5.9 shows that slope measurements were generally
poor for [i], [o], and [u], and mediocre for [e]. The
generally positive slopes of [i] and [e] and the negative
F Ratios of Fl Measures for Tense Vowels
































































































slopes for [u] and [o] show that these sounds are all
somewhat diphthongized, but apparently this slope is
not steep enough to allow for significant interspeaker
variations. Duration was not particularly effective, and
the higher formants were subject to the same measurement
problems as found for the diphthongs, as evidenced by
the F ratios given in Tables 5.9 and 5.10.
5.3 Retroflex Sounds
The general American pronunciation of the retroflex
vowel [3] is characterized by a very low third formant.
In the retroflex sounds [rs] and [ar], a vowel target is
placed next to an [3I]-like target, giving a sound quite
similar to a diphthong, but with the largest formant
transition in the third formant instead of the second.
As with the diphthongs, an attempt was made to define the
two target locations of each sound by the time locations
of a maximum and a minimum, this time of the third
formant. These locations were also approximated by two
points in time, 20 milliseconds in from the ends of the
formant tracks, and indicated by INITL3 and FINAL3. For
[rc], INITL3 corresponded to MINF3, and FINAL3 was to
represent MAXF3. For [ar] the situation is reversed, with
INITL3 approximating MAXF3 and FINAL3 approximating MINF3.
For most measurements taken at the targets and at their
Table 5.9 F Ratios of Timing Measures for Tense Vowels

















































approximations, results were less than satisfying. Target
measurements for [3] were only considered for MINF3 and
were approximated by measurements taken at the midpoint
of the vowel. Averaging the measures for [3] over
three points generally gave somewhat higher F ratios.
Without doubt, the best measurement for the retroflex
sounds, and possibly for all speech sounds investigated,
was MAXF1 for [ar], as can be seen by examining the F
ratios of Table 5.11. Not only did this measure have
consistently high F ratios and low individual standard
deviations, but it varied widely over several speakers,
not just one. Also quite good was MAXF1 for [rE]. The
interspeaker variation of MAXF1 for [T] was due mainly to
one speaker. Another good first formant measure was that
taken at the time location of MINF3 in [T]. An excellent
approximation is given by Fl measured at the midpoint of
the vowel and averaged over that point and the two surrounding
points.
Rivaling MAXF1 for effectiveness is MINF2 for [ar],
as shown in Table 5.12. This measure corresponds closely
to F2MAX3 and probably indicates how strongly a particular
speaker's [a] is affected by the adjacent retroflex.
INITL2, though not quite as effective or stable as MINF2,
provides an economical alternative, since it does not
require a complete formant track. MAXF2 for [re] and MIDF2
F Ratios of Fl Measures for Retroflexes
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for [T] provided reasonably good measures, though MIDF2
was quite dependent on MIDF3. The other second formant
measures are probably not worth calculating, as shown by
their F ratios in Table 5.12.
The most effective third formant measure found was
MIN3AV for [T], as can be seen from the F ratios of Table
5.13. AVE3M2 for [re] produced slightly lower F ratios,
mainly due to the high standard deviations of three
speakers. Other third formant measures had lower F
ratios simply because the third formant tracks were
rough and noisy. Similar problems plagued the fourth
formant measures. The fourth formant measure for [re]
performed particularly badly because of an inconsistency
in the formant tracks of speaker 10. In the case of
repetition five of [r] for this speaker, a weak resonance
which had been ignored on the four previous repetitions,
was tracked as the fourth formant.
An interesting pattern was noted in the fourth
formant tracks of [re]. For five speakers, this formant
was very steady. For one speaker it started low and rose
parallel to the third formant. For the four remaining
speakers it started low but did not begin to rise until
the third formant started to level off. Examples of
these three cases are shown in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3.
Table 5.13 F Ratios of F3 Measures for Retroflexes




























































[rE] recorded on day 2




50 100 150 200 250 300
Time in msec.
Figure 5.1
[rs] with a Steady Fourth Formant
FORMANT TRACKS
[re] recorded on day 1




50 100 150 200 250 300
Time in msec.
Figure 5.2
Cre] with Fourth Formant Rising Parallel to Third
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FORMANT TRACKS
[re] recorded on day 2





50 100 150 200 250 300
Time in msec.
Figure 5.3
[re] with Fourth Formant Rising after Third has Leveled Off
I I m
A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that diff-
erent speakers use different tongue shapes when saying
[r] (Kurath, 1939, p. 128). An [r] formed with a lifted
tongue blade might introduce an extra pole in the vicinity
of the second or third formant. As the tongue blade is
lowered, this pole rapidly rises in frequency and is
labeled by the formant tracker as the third formant, then
the fourth, and then the fifth, before it finally dis-
appears. This effect can be seen in Figure 5.3. The
steady fourth formant in Figure 5.1 may be an indication
that the fourth formant of this speaker depends on a
portion of the vocal tract that remains relatively fixed
in shape, regardless of the particular vowel spoken
(Stevens 1972, p. 217). In the case of Figure 5.2,
creation of a constriction may lower both the fourth and
the third formants. The removal of this constriction
allows the two formants to rise simultaneously.
Since each speaker was perfectly consistent in
producing his particular fourth formant shape, one might
expect it to be an excellent tool for separating speakers
into three classes. However, as can be seen from the
irregularity of the fourth formant in Figure 5.4, a
noisy fourth formant track can be a severe limitation in
the pattern recognition necessary for classifying the
fourth formant shape. A measure of the range of the fourth
100
FORMANT TRACKS
[rE] recorded on day 1




50 100 150 200 250 300
Time in msec.
Figure 5.4
[re] Showing a Noisy Fourth Formant
101
formant gave rather poor results, as can be seen in Table
5.14. Rather than trying to devise elaborate schemes for
automatically classifying the fourth formant shape, one
might find it better to reserve this procedure for a
subjective task, such as speaker identification by
spectrograms.
Duration and third formant slope measures gave
mediocre results, as shown in Table 5.15. Slopes for
[re] and [ar] were taken over eleven points at the midpoint
of the F3 transition, in the same way as slopes were
calculated for [aI] and [lI]. For [3] the slope was
taken over the total duration.
F Ratios of F4 Measures for Retroflexes
















































































Table 5.15 F Ratios of Timing Measures for Retroflexes
day 1 day 2
SLOPE3
r F 13.5 40.9
ar 15.6 20.1
r" 20.6 5.0


















6.1 The Most Effective Features for Speaker Identification
After the general discussion of the various advan-
tages and disadvantages of all the features given in
Chapter V, it seems appropriate to prepare a short list
of those features most likely to be effective in a speaker-
identification system. Toward this purpose, Table 6.1
lists the 29 features with average F ratios greater
than 60. The average F ratios were obtained by averaging
the 3 F ratios associated with the 3 recording times:
day one, day two, and both days. But these 29 features
are not necessarily an optimum feature set, since some
of them might be correlated or have artificially high
F ratios.
An inspection of the individual speaker averages
for each feature showed that a number of these F ratios
were unduly high because of a large variation by one
speaker. For this reason, MAXF1 for [e], [u], and [3],
FlMAX2 for [o] and [u], and AVEF3 for [u] were eliminated
from further consideration. Several sets of features are
obviously redundant, since they represented essentially
the same acoustical property but with slightly different
measurement procedures. Therefore, it is best to keep
only the one feature in each set with the highest F ratio.
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Table 6.1 Features having Average F Ratios Greater than 60
Feature Sound F Ratio Possible Disadvantage
MAXF1 ar 119.3






AVEF4 aI 88.1 correlated with AVEF4 for aU
MAXF1 u 86.2 1 speaker very different
MAXF2 aI 86.0 same as FINAL2
MID3AV 3 80.7 same as MIN3AV
MINF3 77.3 same as MIN3AV
AVE3M2 re 74.0
AVEF4 ar 74.0 correlated with AVEF4 for aU
INITL2 e 73.4
MIDF3 3 73.4 same as MIN3AV
MINF2 e 73.4 same as INITL2
FlMAX2 o 72.5 1 speaker very different
MAXF2 o 71.8
AVEF3 u 71.0 1 speaker very different
MAXF1 T 70.6 1 speaker very different
MAXF2 aU 69.0
MAXF2 aI 65.8 correlated with FINAL2 aI
F1MAX2 u 65.4 1 speaker very different
MID2AV i 63.7 correlated with FINAL2 aI
MIDIAV o 63.2 correlated with MAXF1 o
FINAL2 e 62.5 correlated with FINAL2 aI
INITL4 ar 61.5 correlated with AVEF4 aU
INITL2 i 60.9 correlated with FINAL2 aI
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This eliminates MAXF2 for [aI], MID3AV for [3i], MINF3 for
[3], MIDF3 for [3], and MINF2 for [e]. In order to further
eliminate redundant features, correlation coefficients
were calculated for the remaining 18 features, as shown
in Table 6.2. As might be expected, several groups of
features are quite dependent. The following groups of
features all had relative correlation coefficients greater
than .8 within the group:
1) MAXF2 for [oI], FINAL2 for [aI] and [e], MIDlAV
for [i], and INITL2 for [i]
2) MAXF1 for [o] and MID1AV for [o]
3) AVEF4 for [aU], [aI], and [ar], and INITL4 for [ar]
4) MAXF2 for [aU] and [o], and AVEF4 for [ar].
Keeping only the feature with the highest F ratio in
each group of dependent features leaves the 10 features
listed in Table 6.3.
The first formant measures were generally quite
uncorrelated with the second formant measures, indicating
that one or both of these types of measures contain more
information than just the overall length of the vocal
tract. One feature that was particularly uncorrelated
with any of the others was MINF2 for [ar]. This feature
gives an indication of how strongly a speaker's [a] is
affected by the adjacent [r] and may also depend on the
way he shapes his tongue for [r]. This notion is supported
TABLE 6.2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS RELATING FEATURES FROA TABLE 6.1
THAT DID NOT HAVE IMMEDIATE DISADVANTAGES, TAKEN ON DAY 1
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Table 6.3 The 10 Features of this Study that are Most
Likely to be Useful for Speaker Identification












by the low correlation coefficients between MINF2 for [aI]
and MINF2 for [ar]: .56 for day 1 and .26 for day 2.
One of the original motivations for studying diph-
thongs and r-colored sounds was the large dialect varia-
tion shown by these sounds (Labov, Yaeger, and Steiner,
1972; Kurath, 1939). As can be seen by examining Table
6.3, the most effective features for speaker identification
that were found in this study were those that allowed
the most variation according to the speakers' individual
speech habits. The cardinal vowels [i] and [u] were not
represented in this list, presumably because the personal
information in their formant tracks was based mainly on
vocal-tract size, rather than on individual speaking
habits.
The list of "best" features includes two measures
involving the third formant and one involving the fourth.
Of these three features, the only one that appeared
completely reliable was MIN3AV for [_], since the third
formant of []1 was strong and easily identifiable for
each speaker. This was not always the case with AVEF4
for [aU]. The problems encountered in identifying the
fourth formant of [o] for speaker 10, as mentioned in
Chapter IV, might indicate that the fourth formant makes
a rather unreliable feature, and that the high F ratio
associated with AVEF4 for [aU] was purely coincidental.
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Considering the trouble given by the higher formants
during the formant-tracking procedure, it might be more
reasonable not to even try to measure them. A system
where the speech waveform was low-pass filtered to 2500 Hz,
then sampled at 5000 Hz would allow at most 3 formants.
The linear-prediction program could then be run with 8
predictor coefficients, and the root finder would have to
solve only an eighth-order polynomial. With very little
loss of information, this system could be expected to
run about twice as fast as the one used in this study.
6.2 Comparison of Best Features with Previous Work
Since no actual identification experiment was per-
formed in this study, a direct comparison between this
study and the results of previous work is rather difficult.
However, a few simple estimates concerning relative
effectiveness of different features can be made.
The comparison with the work of Sambur (1972) is
facilitated by the fact that this study duplicated five
of his measurements and very nearly duplicated 4 others,
as shown in Table 6.4. The slope of the second formant
of [al], which was ranked as 10th best in Sambur's work,
showed an intermediate degree of effectiveness in this
work. Sambur's third best measurement, the third formant
of [u], was measured at a single point in time in the
middle of the vowel. At the outset of this study, it was
111
Table 6.4 Comparison of Feature Performance































































decided that third and fourth formant measures for tense
vowels should consist of the average frequency of these
formants taken over the duration of the vowel, because
there was very little higher formant movement and because
the averaging helped reduce some of the noise of the
measurement process. Therefore, the closest measure
available to match with Sambur's UF3 was AVEF3 for [u],
which probably had a slightly higher F ratio than a
single measurement of F3 would have given. Nevertheless,
the average F ratio of 71.0 for AVEF3 of [u] was still
considerably lower than the F ratio of 119.3 for MAXF1
of [ar], which was judged to be the most effective
feature found in this study. Therefore, the better
features of this study would probably be somewhat more
effective for speaker identification in comparison with
those found by Sambur.
Six of the best measurements found in this study had
higher F ratios than the best feature found by Wolf (1972),
which had an F ratio of 84.9. Wolf's nine best features
were fundamental frequency measures, which Sambur down-
rated because of their variability from one recording
session to another. The feature with the tenth largest
F ratio in Wolf's study was the second formant frequency
of [a] , having an F ratio of 46.6. This value is consider-
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ably lower than the F ratios of the better features of
this study.
6.3 Implications for Speaker Identification Using Spectro-
grams
Some of the features found effective for automatic
speaker identification would not be very useful when
working with spectrograms, simply because spectrograms
do not allow formant frequencies to be measured more
accurately than within about 50 Hz. This eliminates the
use of the first formant features, which must be accurate
within about 10 Hz in order to be effective. The second
formant measures allow a somewhat larger margin of error
and therefore may be useful. As mentioned in Chapter IV,
the experience with speakers 3 and 10 indicates that the
strength of a higher formant is not always a good clue
to the speaker's identity, nor is its frequency.
One of the advantages of a subjective approach to
speaker identification, such as the use of spectrograms,
is that the collection of features used to make the
identification can be tailored to suit the individual
situation. For example, when a third or fourth formant
is strong enough to show up clearly on the spectrograms
under consideration, its movement may be a good clue to the
unknown speaker's identity, as in the case of the fourth
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formant of [re]. For this sound, a steady fourth formant
on one spectrogram and a sharply rising fourth formant on
another would virtually eliminate the possibility that
the two samples were spoken by the same person. Another
interesting identity clue was shown in Figure 4.9. The
extra "formant" that appears between the third and fourth
formants toward the end of [aI] may make the formant-
tracking task more difficult, but because it is consistent
for this speaker and did not occur for any other speaker
in this study, it makes a very good clue for identifying
him from a spectrogram. Other possibly useful features
for spectrographic identification are those in Table 6.1
that were rejected on the grounds that most of the varia-
tion was due to one speaker. If one of these features
gave approximately the same value on two different spectro-
grams, it might be difficult to judge whether the spectro-
grams were from the same speaker. But if the feature gave
two very different values on the two spectrograms, this
could be strong evidence that the two spectrograms did
not represent the same speaker.
Second formant slopes of diphthongs may be somewhat
helpful, because a formant slope can be judged rather
easily by eye. However, these slopes are not overly stable
from one utterance to the next, since they are strongly
115
affected by the rate of speaking. The highest average
F ratio obtained for a slope measurement was 40 for
LOCALS of [aI], which is considerably lower than any
of the F ratios given in Table 6.3.
6.4 The Limitations of this Study
The data used for this study may not be representative
of all situations encountered in practice. The recordings
were made under ideal laboratory conditions with the sub-
jects reading a prearranged set of sentences. In practice,
one will probably have to cope with background noise,
distortion or band-limiting of transmission equipment,
and different sentence contexts for the sounds under inves-
tigation. Other complications include the possibility
of an alteration in a person's voice due to emotional or
physical stress, or an uncooperative speaker, i.e., a
person who is trying to disguise his voice or mimick
another person. All of the speakers in the current
study were cooperative and under no particular stress.
On the other hand, the speakers for this study did
not represent a complete cross section of all dialects
of American English. The speakers that were originally
chosen for the study had no noticeable foreign accents and
no strong regional dialects. Therefore, the interspeaker
variations of some of the features are probably not as high
as they might have been with a more varied group of subjects.
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6.5 Relationships Between Dialect and Various Measurements
Despite the effort that had been made to record only
speakers of General American, some dialectal variations
were found. Speaker 1 grew up in northern Florida,
speakers 2, 4, and 7 were from the Midwest, speaker 3
was from Canada, speaker 5 grew up in New Hampshire, and
the others were from the Middle Atlantic area. The dia-
lectal variations of these speakers were sometimes con-
fused by the fact that some speakers resided for periods
of time in several different geographic regions.
One noticeable effect of dialect was in the second
formant slopes of [aI]. These slopes were generally
smaller for the three midwestern speakers than for any
of the other speakers. However, the three midwestern
speakers were not readily identifiable from the data of
MAXF2, MINF2, RANGE2, or DUR, which are all somewhat
related to slope.
The speaker from Florida was characterized by a
high value of AVE3M2 for [re] and by very large variations
in Fl, as evidenced by his large values of MAXF1 and
STDF1 for all vowels. However, since there was no other
speaker from Florida with whom he could be compared, one
cannot determine whether these characteristics were strictly
individual or due to some dialect.
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A characteristic that did not appear to follow any
dialect patterns was the fourth formant pattern of [re],
shown in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. Speakers 3, 4, 6, 7,
and 8 had steady fourth formants, while the other five
had strongly varying fourth formants.
6.6 Possibilities for Further Work
Besides extending the work of this study to include
some of the additional variables mentioned in Section 6.4,
it would be useful to test some of the more effective
features in a more rigorous manner. First, one might
perform a probability-of-error analysis (Sambur, 1972) of
these features together with some of the more successful
features of other studies such as the second formant of
[n], the voice onset time of [K], the third and fourth
formants of [m] and an FO measurement. Next, one might
run an identification experiment with this combined feature
set, using speakers who had not been involved in the
original feature evaluation.
Another area of interest might be the study of the
higher formants; why they appear and disappear unexpectedly,
and how to compensate for this problem. If indeed the
problems with speakers 3 and 10 were caused by zeros in
the spectrum, perhaps one could devise a system to




The Appendix lists all F ratios and all of the
individual speaker means and standard deviations associated
with each feature that was investigated. The data are
presented by phone in the following order: [Il], [aI],
[aU], [e], [i], [o], [u], [rE], [ar], [T]. The data for
each phone are subdivided into time-groupings, as explained
in Section 5.1, and presented in the following order:
day 1, day 2, and both days. The features are arranged
within each of these time-groupings in the same order in
which the F ratios are presented in Chapter V. Explain-
ations of the feature abbreviations are given in Table 5.1.
MEANS. STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND F RATIOS FOR tOl1] TAKEN ON DAY 1
F : 57.84
2025*8 1817.3 1692*6 1815.0
36*3 21*9 14.8 36.3
1962*0
62o3
1665*9 1813*6 1823*7 2178.6
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MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND F RATIOS FOR [AIl] TAKEN ON DAY 1
2
F : 48.36
MEAN 1878.7 1983*4 1777*6
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705.9 679*2 639*5 702.8 726.0 636*1 709*6 616*2




























































































AVEF4 F : 92*93
MEAN 3329.2 3514.9 3191.0 3329.1 2897*6 3386.3 2866*2 3451*7 3237.3 3668.5
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~ CL-----~-~L-L- ---~ -~- --~Y---
o MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND F RATIOS FOR [ER], TAKEN ON BOTH DAYS
SPEAKER 1 2 3 4 6 7
NUMBER
DUR F = 26.96
MEAN 293.0 244,0 171.0 194.0 235.0 196*0
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